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Appendix B: Learning-Centered Teaching 
Rubrics for All of the Actions Within the Five 
Constructs

Table B1.1 contains the rubrics for each of the five 
learning-centered constructs (Role of Instructor, 
Developing Student Responsibility for Learning, 
Function of Content, Purposes and Processes of Stu-
dent Assessment, and Balance of Power).

Each construct has six actions that define the con-
struct, with a corresponding rubric part for each action. 

Each rubric part has the following quality levels 
that describe instructor behaviors: 

•	Uses instructor-centered approaches
•	Minimally uses learning-centered approaches
•	Mostly uses learning-centered approaches
•	 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches

The leaves in Illustration B.1 represent the four lev-
els characterizing each action. 

How to Rate Teaching on the Learning-Centered 
Teaching Rubrics
Use the following methods to rate teaching on the 
rubrics:

•	 Indicate by highlighting or underlining all the 
descriptions that best reflect your actual practices.

•	 Frequency and use of occurrence is more 
important to consider than how long the 

activity takes in a whole class. For example, 
if you use clickers frequently and discuss the 
correct answers, even though these clicker 
questions may take five minutes in a class, 
you would indicate that you are at the mostly 
uses learning-centered level for the action “the 
instructor integrates assessment and learning 
in the assessment construct.”

•	Not all items may apply to all courses. If there 
is no evidence of an action, rate as NA.

•	 If you do not use this action, rate it as 
instructor-centered.

•	 If a level lists more than one description or 
definition, you can indicate different levels 
within the same action.

•	 If the teaching practices fall on two different 
levels because of different descriptors, indicate 
all that apply even though they may be on 
different levels.

•	 You can also highlight any improvement 
suggestions that you might adapt as you read 
through the rubrics. Use the descriptors at the 
higher learning-centered teaching levels to 
direct your next areas of impro-vement.

•	 An instructor or a course can be at all levels 
on the rubrics, reflecting varying amounts of 
implementation of learning-centered teaching. 
Each action’s rating is independent.

•	 If you indicated behaviors at two or more  
levels because of multiple descriptors, pick  
the level with a majority of the answers.

•	 If there is a tie, use a number between the two 
levels, such as 3.5.

ILLUSTRATION B.1. The Four Levels of Characteristics for Each Action

Visit the Stylus Publishing website at https://styluspub.presswarehouse.com/browse/book/9781620368954/Making-Learning-Centered-Teaching-Work to 
download a PDF of Appendix B. 
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TABLE B.1. Rubrics for the Actions of the Five Constructs

Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor develops and uses challenging, reasonable, and measurable learning outcomes that foster the acquisi-
tion of appropriate knowledge, skills, or values. These  learning outcomes should be consistent with the goals of the 
educational program.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not develop or not use learning outcomes OR
 ◦ Articulates vague or inappropriate learning outcomes that

 � Are not consistent with the goals of the educational program OR
 � Do not foster the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, or values OR
 � Are not challenging, reasonable, or measurable

Minimally uses learning- centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Develops challenging, reasonable, and measurable learning outcomes but these outcomes
 � Are not consistent with the goals of the educational program OR
 � Do not foster the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, or values

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Develops challenging, reasonable, and measurable learning outcomes that are consistent with the goals 
of the educational program and foster the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, or values AND

 ◦ Places these outcomes in the syllabus, but does not refer to them during the course

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Places in the syllabus challenging, reasonable, and measurable learning outcomes that are consistent 
with the goals of the educational program and foster the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, 
or values AND

 ◦ Regularly refers to them throughout the course

(Continues)
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Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor uses teaching/learning methods and educational technologies that promote the achievement of student 
learning outcomes such as knowledge acquisition, application, critical thinking, or solving problems related to the 
content.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses teaching/learning methods or educational technologies that impede student learning OR
 ◦ Uses teaching/learning methods or educational technologies that conflict with learning outcomes OR
 ◦ Uses instructor-centered teaching methods that allow students to be passive and memorize material

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses teaching/learning methods or educational technologies without regard for student learning 
outcomes OR

 ◦ Uses active-learning approaches during less than half of the course

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Selects teaching/learning methods or educational technologies that should help students achieve learning 
outcomes AND

 ◦ Uses active teaching-learning methods in more than half of the course. Such active learning can occur in 
class, online, or as out-of-class assignments OR

 ◦ Uses activities where students interact with each other and the instructor about the course content in 
more than half of the course. Such interactions can occur in-class, online, or as out-of-class assignments 
as in group projects

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally uses various pedagogical techniques and/or educational technologies that promote the 
achievement of student learning outcomes AND

 ◦ Uses active-learning approaches in at least 90% of the course AND
 ◦ Explains to students how these methods or technologies promote the achievement of student learning 
outcomes

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor aligns the three essential components of a course (learning outcomes, teaching/learning methods, and 
assessment measures) in terms of content and consistent verbs representing the same cognitive processing/intellectual 
skill demands placed on the students.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not align objectives/learning outcomes, teaching/learning methods, and assessment methods OR
 ◦ Does not understand the concept OR
 ◦ Does not think about course alignment

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Aligns two out of the three course actions OR
 ◦ Does not indicate such alignment on the course syllabus

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Aligns objectives/learning outcomes, teaching/learning methods, and assessment methods AND
 ◦ Shows the alignment on a course document but does not explain the alignment to the students or why 
it is important

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Explicitly, coherently, and consistently aligns objectives/learning outcomes, teaching/learning methods, 
and assessment methods AND

 ◦ Clearly explains and uses this alignment in the course materials

TABLE B.1. (Continued)

(Continues)
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Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor creates a supportive and success-oriented environment for learning and accomplishment for all  
students through proactive clear and overt course-specific success techniques.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Acts, or has an attitude, or uses instructional methods that do not create a supportive environment for 
all OR

 ◦ Receives feedback that the environment is not supportive of learning and success for all students because 
of instructor actions or attitude AND

 ◦ Does not attempt to improve the environment

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Is available to help students to answer questions or offer clarification OR
 ◦ Encourages or invites weaker students to come for one-on-one help or extra sessions or tutoring OR
 ◦ Suggests campus resources where students can get additional help to succeed

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally strives to create a supportive and success-oriented environment for all students AND
 ◦ Gives clear and overt specific techniques to help students to succeed (not just generic advice) in one-on-
one situations or when students ask for help

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Explicitly addresses clear and overt specific techniques to help students to succeed (not just generic 
advice). Advice should be given to all students AND

 ◦ Explains to students how these methods promote student success for all
(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor creates an inclusive and welcoming environment for learning and success for all students by acknowledg-
ing and accepting diversity and differences in background.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Receives feedback that the class’s or institution’s environment is not inclusive of all diverse and different 
backgrounds AND

 ◦ Does not make changes to be more inclusive

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not focus on creating an inclusive or welcoming learning environment OR
 ◦ Teaches without regard to diversity or differences in background

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally and consistently includes examples that relate to diversity and differences in background 
AND

 ◦ Intentionally considers diversity while promoting inclusion when requiring students to work in groups 
or to interact with each other

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Creates an inclusive and welcoming environment that responds to and benefits from differences to foster 
the development and learning of all students. This environment is characterized by mutual reciprocity 
and respect AND

 ◦ Promotes discussion of diversity and differences in background and abilities in an inclusive and 
welcoming environment

TABLE B.1. (Continued)

(Continues)
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Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor explicitly states the chosen teaching/learning methods and explains why they promote deep student learn-
ing and foster future use of learning.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not mention anything about teaching and learning methods to students OR
 ◦ Does not explain how the chosen teaching/learning methods promote deep student learning and foster 
future use of learning

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Identifies the teaching and learning methods used on the syllabus without further explanation OR
 ◦ Explains choice of teaching and learning methods without being clear that they promote deep student 
learning and foster future use of learning

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Describes the teaching and learning methods used in the course on the syllabus, course site on the 
learning management system, and through interactions with students OR

 ◦ Explains how the chosen teaching/learning methods promote deep student learning and foster future 
use of learning

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Explicitly addresses how the students should use the teaching and learning methods employed in the 
course and explains why they are used to further learning throughout the course AND

 ◦ Models ideal student behaviors to achieve deep learning such as the following:
 � How they should work in groups
 � Expectations for participation  

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor sets student expectations, which enable the responsibility for learning to be shared between the instructor 
and the students with a greater amount assumed by the students.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Assumes responsibility for student learning by any of the following:
 � Does not set student expectations or does not inform students of these expectations
 � Provides detailed notes, complete presentations, extensive reading guides
 � Tells students exactly what will be on examinations
 � Constantly reminds students of assignments, deadlines, or test dates
 � Provides students with missing papers, syllabi, or another course material OR

 ◦ Receives feedback that instructor micromanages students which allows them to not accept responsibility 
for their learning and does not change behaviors

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ States on the syllabus that students and instructors should share responsibility for learning without 
further explanation OR

 ◦ States expectations for learning, assignments, time commitment OR
 ◦ Encourages students to know where to find information about assignments, deadlines, and so on without 
telling them the answer

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor’s actions illustrate that students should assume the 
responsibility for learning:

 ◦ Explains on the syllabus and in class what taking responsibility for learning means AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities for students to assume responsibility for their own learning and explains the 
rationale OR

 ◦ Informally explains how students should take responsibility for their learning, when requested by 
students. This explanation may be in one-on-one interactions or in an out-of-class experience

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor actively fosters students to take responsibility for 
their learning:

 ◦ Explains what taking responsibility for learning means through repeated, concrete examples AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities for students to assume responsibility for their own learning throughout the 
course AND

 ◦ Explicitly and intentionally explains how students assume responsibility and how to take responsibility 
actively, using explanations and teaching systematically done with everyone and not just those who seek 
extra help

TABLE B.1. (Continued)

(Continues)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor helps students to develop responsibility for learning by providing scaffolding support. At the beginning 
the instructor provides more support and feedback, and as the semester progresses the instructor expects increasing 
student independence.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not provide scaffolding support OR
 ◦ Does not increase expectations for student independence

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides the same amount and type of scaffolding support throughout the semester OR
 ◦ Provides the same scaffolding to all students without recognizing that some students might need more 
or less support

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Informally models how to do things independently, when requested by students; this modeling may be 
in one-on-one interactions or in an out-of-class experience OR

 ◦ Provides additional scaffolding support to some students when they request it and may provide different 
types of scaffolding to these students, as needed OR

 ◦ Removes scaffolding support as the semester progresses

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Explicitly, intentionally models responsibility, teaching how to take responsibility actively; this modeling 
or teaching must be systematically done with everyone and not just those who seek extra help AND

 ◦ Provides different types of scaffolding support as needed: procedural for process, conceptual for content 
organization, and/or metacognitive for goal setting, planning, organizing, self-monitoring, and self-
evaluation AND

 ◦ Removes scaffolding support in an intentional manner, thus allowing students to take more responsibility 
as the course progresses AND

 ◦ Recognizes when students are not yet ready to take such responsibility AND
 ◦ Responds to individual students’ needs for scaffolding support throughout the course

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor fosters development of learning or learning to learn skills that are directed toward school success. Exam-
ples of these learning skills include the following: 
•	 Time management 
•	 Self-monitoring 
•	Goal setting 
•	How to read independently

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students to meet course objectives without developing further learning skills OR
 ◦ Assumes students will develop learning skills without assistance OR
 ◦ Does not consider learning skills OR
 ◦ Considers learning skills irrelevant

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not teach the development of any learning or learning to learn skills to foster school success OR
 ◦ Provides three or fewer opportunities for students to practice at least one of these learning skills due to 
the nature of the course requirements; instructor does not pay much attention to these learning skills

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally teaches appropriate learning or learning to learn skills to foster school success AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities throughout the course for students to practice at least two learning skills

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates students to develop various and appropriate skills for further learning AND
 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their development AND
 ◦ Assesses these learning skills and not just the product of the use of these skills

TABLE B.1. (Continued)

(Continues)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor fosters the development of self-directed, lifelong learning skills. Examples of these lifelong learning skills 
include the following: 
•	Determining a personal need to know more on a regular basis, or possessing an inquiring mind 
•	Having information literacy skills of finding, evaluating, and using information ethically 
•	 Acquiring a range of strategies for learning in diverse contexts 
•	Determining when need to know about a topic is met 
•	 Fostering a growth mind-set attitude

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students to meet course objectives without developing deep, self-directed, lifelong learning skills 
OR

 ◦ Assumes students will develop self-directed learning skills without assistance OR
 ◦ Does not consider self-directed learning skills OR
 ◦ Considers self-directed learning skills irrelevant to the course OR
 ◦ Does not foster a growth mind-set attitude

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not teach how to develop any of the self-directed or lifelong learning skills OR
 ◦ Does not foster the development of a growth mind-set attitude OR
 ◦ Provides three or fewer opportunities for students to practice at least one of these self-directed, lifelong 
learning skills due to the nature of the course requirements. The instructor does not pay much attention 
to these learning skills

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally teaches many of the appropriate self-directed, lifelong learning skills AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities throughout the course for students to practice at least two self-directed, lifelong 
learning skills AND

 ◦ Intentionally fosters a growth mind-set attitude

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates student development of various and appropriate lifelong learning skills and growth 
mind-set attitude AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their development AND
 ◦ Assesses these learning skills and not just the product of the use of these skills

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor fosters students’ engagement in reflection and critical review of their learning through well-structured 
activities. Reflection and critical review should include self-assessment of learning abilities, one’s mastery of objectives, 
and strengths and weaknesses.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides no or very occasional opportunities for student reflection, critical review, and self-assessment 
of their learning OR

 ◦ Receives feedback from students that the reflection critical review and self-assessment activities are too 
unstructured to foster learning and the instructor does not try to improve these activities

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not teach how to do reflection, critical review, or self-assessment of their learning AND
 ◦ Provides three or fewer opportunities for student reflection, critical review, and self-assessment of their 
learning 

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Intentionally teaches how to do reflection, critical review, and self-assessment of learning AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities throughout the course for student reflection, critical review, and self-assessment 
of their learning, using activities that are structured and specific enough to allow students to learn from 
them 

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates student development of reflection, critical review, and self-assessment skills of their 
learning AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their ability to reflect and conduct critical review and 
self-assessment of their learning AND

 ◦ Assesses reflection, critical review, and self-assessment skills of learning and not just the product of the 
use of these skills AND

 ◦ Explains how and why these periodic opportunities for student reflection, critical review, and self-
assessment result in greater student understanding

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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 Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor fosters the students’ use of metacognitive skills and habits of the mind to assist students to solve real-life 
problems and to gain a positive outcome. Examples of these metacognitive skills include the following: 
•	 Planning 
•	Monitoring
•	 Evaluating 

Frequently cited examples of habits of the mind include the following: 
•	 Ability to postpone judgment/managing impulsivity
•	 Creativity/creating, imagining, innovating
•	 Curiosity/questioning and posing problems
•	 Flexibility
•	 Interdependent learning and working
•	Openness/listening with understanding and empathy
•	 Persistence
•	 Responsible risk-taking
•	 Striving for accuracy, clarity, and precision
•	 Transfer of learning/applying past knowledge to new situations

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students to meet course objectives without fostering the use of metacognitive skills and habits of 
the mind OR

 ◦ Does not consider metacognitive skills and habits of the mind OR
 ◦ Considers metacognitive skills and habits of the mind irrelevant

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not teach how to develop any of the metacognitive skills and habits of the mind to solve real-life 
problems and to gain a positive outcome AND

 ◦ Provides three or fewer opportunities for students to practice at least one of these metacognitive skills 
and habits of the mind; instructor does not pay much attention to these metacognitive skills and habits 
of the mind

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Must model or teach intentionally five or more metacognitive skills and habits of the mind AND
 ◦ Provides students opportunities throughout the course for student to practice five or more metacognitive 
skills and habits of the mind to solve real-life problems and to gain a positive outcome

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Action
The instructor fosters students’ use of metacognitive skills and habits of the mind (continued).

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates student development of various and appropriate metacognitive skills and habits of 
the mind to solve real-life problems and to gain a positive outcome AND

 ◦ Teaches individual or groups of students how to use metacognitive skills when deficiencies are detected 
AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their development AND
 ◦ Explains how and why using metacognitive skills and habits of the mind assist students to solve real-life 
problems and to gain a positive outcome AND

 ◦ Assesses these metacognitive skills and habits of the mind and not just the product of the use of these 
skills and habits

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor uses organizing schemes that are discipline-specific conceptual frameworks to integrate material and 
provide a context for further learning. Organizing schemes are discipline-specific conceptual frameworks that help 
experts integrate much of the material and to learn new material. Novices have not organized the content well enough 
to use them unless they are explicitly taught. Examples include the following:
•	 The periodic table of chemical elements is an organizing scheme in chemistry.
•	Homeostasis is an organizing theme in physiology.
•	Moving toward modernity is an organizing theme in history.
•	Dewey decimal system or the Library of Congress system  for organizing books for librarians.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not use organizing schemes in teaching

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses organizing schemes to plan the overall scope and sequence of the course BUT
 ◦ Does not convey these organizing schemes to the students OR
 ◦ Informally models how to use organizing schemes in one-on-one interactions or in an out-of-class 
experience

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses organizing schemes to formulate student learning outcomes and states them on the syllabus AND
 ◦ Teaches students how to learn using organizing schemes. This teaching is done systematically with 
everyone and not just those who seek extra help AND

 ◦ Provides students 10 or more opportunities to use organizing schemes

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly uses organizing schemes throughout the course to create student learning outcomes, teaching/
learning activities, and assessment activities AND

 ◦ Frequently discusses these organizing schemes to help students learn content AND
 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their use of organizing schemes AND
 ◦ Uses assessments that require students to demonstrate that they integrate content into organizing 
schemes

(Continues)

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor promotes meaningful student engagement with the content. This engagement of content occurs through 
personal meaning-making to facilitate mastery.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students to memorize content as it was given to them without requiring understanding or 
without placing into a context OR

 ◦ Uses assessments in which student can succeed without knowing the material (e.g., open-book factual 
exams)

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Requires minimal transformation or creation of their own meaning of the content OR
 ◦ Assesses students such that they can succeed without really understanding or reflecting on the content

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Requires students to articulate concepts in their own words and to develop associations with the content 
OR

 ◦ Requires students to transform and reflect on the content to make their own meaning AND
 ◦ Uses some assessments that require students to demonstrate meaning of concepts

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Requires students to transform and reflect on all the content to create their own meaning OR
 ◦ Requires students to do something integrative using material from the course in a large assignment or 
activity AND

 ◦ Uses assessments consistently that require students to demonstrate that they have created meaning of 
the content

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor fosters the development and use of discipline-specific methodologies. Examples of these discipline-specific 
methodologies include the following:
•	 Reading articles written by scholars in the discipline
•	 Reading primary source material in the discipline
•	 Evaluating evidence
•	 Communicating using the conventions of the discipline (e.g., proper citations, use of equations)
•	 Conducting research that is appropriate for the level of the course
•	 Acquiring laboratory skills

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not help students acquire discipline-specific methodologies that they need in the course

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides three or fewer opportunities to practice at least one of these methodologies OR
 ◦ Encourages or invites weaker students to come for one-on-one help on these discipline-specific 
methodologies OR

 ◦ Informally models how to use discipline-specific methodologies when requested by students; modeling 
may be in one-on-one interactions or in an out-of-class experience

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Teaches appropriate discipline-specific methodologies with some intent. This teaching is done 
systematically with everyone and not just those who seek extra help OR

 ◦ Provides repeated opportunities to learn  and practice at least two of these methodologies, using activities 
that are structured and specific enough to allow students to learn from them

 ◦ Provides assistance when students are practicing discipline-specific methodologies

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet criteria for mostly uses learning- 
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates students to develop appropriate discipline-specific methodologies AND
 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their ability to use discipline-specific methodologies AND
 ◦ Assesses these discipline-specific methodologies and not just the product of the use of these 
methodologies

(Continues)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
In addition to building a knowledge base, the instructor helps students understand why they need to learn the content 
for use in their careers or personal growth.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Only uses content to build a knowledge base OR
 ◦ Does not help students understand why they need to learn the content for use in their careers or personal 
growth

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Helps students recognize why they need to learn the content OR
 ◦ Provides very limited (e.g., fewer than three) opportunities to help students understand why they need 
to learn the content

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides 10 or more opportunities to help students understand why they need to learn the content for 
use in their careers or personal growth OR

 ◦ Gives students five or more opportunities to discuss the relevance to their careers or their personal 
growth OR

 ◦ Gives students five or more opportunities to practice using the content for their careers or personal 
growth OR

 ◦ With 50% or more of the assignments, students are required to explain why or to show how they can 
use content in other contexts that relate to their careers or their personal growth

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet the criteria for mostly uses learning-
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their ability to explain why or show how they use content 
in other contexts that relate to their careers or their personal growth AND

 ◦ Student work on applications to their careers or their lives is graded and counts in their final grade

TABLE B.1. (Continued)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor provides practice using inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific, real-
world problems that are appropriate for the level of the course.

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not use content to help students practice using inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to 
solve discipline-specific or real-world problems OR

 ◦ Does not teach inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific or real-world 
problems OR

 ◦ Assesses students ability to use inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific 
or real-world problems, without previously providing instruction or practice

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Helps students recognize how why and how inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline can solve 
discipline-specific or real-world problems OR

 ◦ Provides very limited opportunities (e.g., three or fewer) to help students practice using inquiry or ways 
of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific or real-world problems OR

 ◦ Informally models how to use inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific 
or real-world problems, when requested by students; modeling may be in one-on-one interactions or in 
an out-of-class experience

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Teaches inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific or real-world problems 
with some intent. This teaching is done systematically with everyone and not just those who seek extra 
help AND

 ◦ Provides students 10 or more opportunities to practice using inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline 
to solve discipline-specific or real-world problems OR

 ◦ With 50% or more of the assignments, students are required to use inquiry or ways of thinking in the 
discipline to solve discipline-specific or real-world problems

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet the criteria for mostly uses learning-
centered approaches AND

 ◦ Explicitly facilitates students’ ability to develop ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-
specific or real-world problems independently AND

 ◦ Provides repeated (at least weekly) student practice using inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to 
solve discipline-specific or real-world problems AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their ability to use inquiry or ways of thinking in the 
discipline to solve discipline-specific or real-world problems AND

 ◦ Requires students to use inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-specific or 
real-world problems. This work is graded and counts enough in their final grade for it to matter to the 
students 

(Continues)
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Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor helps students acquire in-depth conceptual understanding of the content to facilitate deep and future 
learning and develop transferable skills.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students to learn superficially OR
 ◦ Does not provide opportunities for students to apply knowledge to new content or contexts OR
 ◦ Does not encourage the development of transferable skills

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides content so the best students can acquire conceptual understanding of the content to facilitate 
deep learning, but does not actively teach how to do this OR

 ◦ Provides students with limited (five or fewer) opportunities to apply knowledge to new content OR
 ◦ Provides students with limited (five or fewer) opportunities to gain and practice transferable skills OR
 ◦ Informally models how to acquire in-depth conceptual understanding of the content to facilitate deep 
and future learning and develop transferable skills, when requested by students; modeling may be in 
one-on-one interactions or in an out-of-class experience

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Frames content so all students can see how it can be applied in the future OR
 ◦ Teaches how to acquire in-depth conceptual understanding of the content to facilitate deep and future 
learning and develop transferable skills, with some intent. This teaching is done systematically with 
everyone and not just those who seek extra help AND

 ◦ Requires all students to use content in other contexts

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet the criteria for mostly uses learning-
centered approaches AND: 

 ◦ Frames and organizes content so students can and do learn additional content that is not taught AND
 ◦ Provides repeated (at least weekly) student practice acquiring in-depth conceptual understanding of the 
content to facilitate deep and future learning and develop transferable skills AND

 ◦ Provides formative feedback to all students on their ability to acquire in-depth conceptual understanding 
of the content to facilitate deep and future learning and develop transferable skills AND

 ◦ Requires students to demonstrate deep learning and further learning on their own in a large paper or 
project, in an assignment that counts enough toward the grade that students take it seriously
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor integrates assessment and learning.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not integrate assessment and learning OR
 ◦ Does not provide students an indication of how well they are doing in time to make change or improve

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Returns student work in a timely manner with comments that could help students learn from their 
previous mistakes OR

 ◦ Briefly answers student questions once graded work is returned

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Integrates learning with assessment and assessment with learning AND
 ◦ Spends time going over answers to exams, explaining what constitutes an excellent answer OR
 ◦ Helps students to see assessment as part of the learning process OR
 ◦ Allows students to justify their answers

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly uses learning-centered 
approach AND:

 ◦ Continuously integrates assessment within the learning process through regular formal and informal 
assessments AND

 ◦ Provides students with standards of what constitutes outstanding, good, and average work

(Continues)
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor uses fair, objective, and consistent policies and standards to assess all students.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not establish assessment policies and standards OR
 ◦ Does not consistently enforce fair and objective assessment policies and standards OR
 ◦ Provides final grades without a rationale for the grade

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Develops fair, objective, and consistent policies and standards to assess all students OR
 ◦ Consistently uses specified grading standards such as grading rubrics or specified weights for projects 
and assignments

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Maintains consistency, fairness, and equity in applying all policies and standards to assess all students, 
using policies and standards that are listed on the syllabus, but not discussed further AND

 ◦ Consistently uses specified grading standards such as grading rubrics or specified weights for projects 
and assignments, using standards about which students are informed in advance of due dates

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Maintains consistency, fairness, and equity in applying all policies and standards to assess all students, 
using standards and policies that are explained to the students throughout the course AND

 ◦ Consistently uses specified grading standards such as grading rubrics or specified weights for projects 
and assignments, using standards about which students are informed in advance of due dates and about 
which they can ask questions AND

 ◦ Maintains a policy that allows students to know how they can improve upon previous efforts and have 
assessments graded prior to the handing in of the next assessment
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor provides students with frequent, useful, and timely formative feedback to 
foster learning gains.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Grades assignments without offering recommendations for improvement OR
 ◦ Overwhelms students with too much feedback, especially on repeated mistakes, spelling, and grammar 
OR

 ◦ Provides students with no constructive feedback OR
 ◦ Does not return student work in a timely way OR
 ◦ Is aware of complaints that the students have no idea what grade they are getting or how they earned 
their final grade and does not attempt to remediate the situation

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides students with limited or not useful constructive feedback AND
 ◦ Makes positive comments only or never makes positive comments OR
 ◦ Helps clarify what good performance is in terms of goals, criteria, and expected standards OR
 ◦ Provides formative feedback only to students who seek it and not to the entire class

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Delivers high-quality and information-rich feedback to students about their progress toward meeting 
the learning outcomes AND

 ◦ Makes recommendations for improvement without grading or praising OR
 ◦ Gives all students formative feedback that provides insights into how to improve OR
 ◦ Provides all students with constructive feedback following assignments AND
 ◦ Provides constructive feedback in a timely and beneficial manner

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor must meet the criteria for the mostly uses learning-
centered approaches AND:

 ◦ Discloses the gap between current and desired level of performance and provides opportunities for 
students to work to reduce the gap between these two levels AND

 ◦ Encourages a dialogue around learning between the feedback giver and receiver AND 
 ◦ Integrates formative feedback and constructive feedback to all students consistently AND
 ◦ Grades recent student performance considering if students incorporate previous formative feedback

(Continues)
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor promotes the use of student peer and self-assessment.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not consider peer and self-assessment relevant OR
 ◦ Does not provide students opportunities for peer and self-assessment OR
 ◦ Allows students to determine their own or their peer’s grade without the instructor’s oversight

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Requires students to use peer and self-assessments once or twice OR
 ◦ Does not factor peer and self-assessments into final grade

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Teaches students how to meaningfully conduct peer and self-assessments AND
 ◦ Requires students to use peer and self-assessments five or more times during a course AND
 ◦ Counts peer and self-assessment in the final grade guided by the instructor’s oversight

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criterion for uses mostly learning- 
centered approaches AND:

 ◦ Models how to conduct meaningful peer and self-assessments AND
 ◦ Routinely requires students to use peer and self-assessments AND
 ◦ Provides feedback to students on how well they conduct peer and self-assessments AND
 ◦ Counts peer and self-assessment enough that they are taken seriously, and instructor provides oversight 
on accuracy of feedback
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor allows the students to demonstrate mastery of the objectives and ability to learn from mistakes.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not provide any opportunities for students to demonstrate that they learned from mistakes OR
 ◦ Does not provide any opportunities for students to show mastery beyond the first attempt

Minimally uses a learning-centered approach. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides one opportunity for students to demonstrate that they have mastered the material after the first 
attempt OR

 ◦ Gives all students the opportunity to seek feedback on one major assignment before it is graded

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows all students opportunities to demonstrate that they have learned from mistakes AND
 ◦ Provides practice quizzes with the correct answers given after each quiz OR
 ◦ Allows students to find the correct answers in materials created by the instructor or required course 
materials, write the answer in their own words, and receive partial credit for this redone assignment OR

 ◦ Encourages all students to seek feedback on one major assignment before it is graded

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides regular opportunities for students to demonstrate that they have mastered the objectives. Such 
opportunities might include the following:

 � Provides practice quizzes with feedback on why answers are incorrect and where to seek more 
information

 � Allows students to take online quizzes repeatedly, where the best grade counts, using  questions that 
come from a pool of items, so students get different questions on each attempt

 � Provides students opportunity to retake an exam or redo an assignment at least three times during the 
semester AND

 ◦ Allows students two or more opportunities to demonstrate mastery of content in an alternative way 
AND

 ◦ Allows students to redo graded products or assignments after feedback AND
 ◦ Allows students to retake exams or exam sections by discussing the content and handing in a group 
answer

(Continues)
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Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor uses authentic assessment (what practitioners/professionals do).

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Rarely or never uses authentic assessment

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses one authentic assessment that is weighted less than 20% of the final grade OR
 ◦ Uses assessment that have authentic elements that count less than 20% of the final grade

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses authentic assessments that are weighted 50% or more of the final grade OR
 ◦ Uses assessments that have authentic elements that count 50% or more of the final grade AND
 ◦ Explains to students how these assessments simulate real situations if done in non-real-life situations

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses authentic assessments throughout the course that count 80% or more of the final grade AND
 ◦ Asks practitioners to review these authentic assessments and provide feedback
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor establishes a safe, moral, and ethical environment that empowers all students.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Uses inappropriate behaviors or expresses inappropriate attitudes OR
 ◦ Has received feedback that the class or institution is not a safe, moral, and ethical environment for all 
students AND

 ◦ Does not make changes to correct these inappropriate behaviors and attitudes

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Abides by ethical and moral standards and laws AND
 ◦ Provides accommodation for students with disabilities

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for minimally uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Maintains consistency, fairness, and equity in applying all policies and standards to all students AND
 ◦ Maintains privacy of student records AND
 ◦ Maintains proper relationships with all students, including on social media

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Encourages and abides by ethical and moral standards and laws AND
 ◦ Encourages ethical behaviors in academic student conduct AND
 ◦ Prevents or responds appropriately to violations of harassment or ethical standards AND
 ◦ Models appropriate ethical and moral behaviors and teaches their importance to students

(Continues)
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor provides syllabi and other course artifacts demonstrating that students and instructors share power to 
promote learning.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not mention learning in the syllabus OR
 ◦ States policies, expectations, and assignments as demands, directives, or ironclad rules OR
 ◦ Uses tone that sets up adversarial relationship

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ States reasons why subject/content are worth learning, important, or interesting OR
 ◦ States that students and instructor engage in learning together OR
 ◦ Invites students to learn and grow OR
 ◦ Discusses personal excitement about learning or about this content OR
 ◦ Uses an inviting and less controlling tone

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for minimally uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ States clearly defined and measurable learning outcomes AND
 ◦ States what students must do to meet the learning outcomes and how they can earn their grades AND
 ◦ Explains how and why course will be conducted, what students will do in class or online, and how they 
will prepare for class OR

 ◦ Explains how students can succeed OR
 ◦ Seeks feedback on the tone of the syllabus

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Uses a welcoming tone that shows that the instructor is approachable and a human being AND
 ◦ Makes all of the following types of statements:

■  Clearly defined and measurable learning outcomes and how they fit with the larger educational pro-
gram’s outcomes

■ How students will get useable feedback on how they are doing throughout the course
■ How the instructor will know if teaching is helping students reach learning objectives OR

 ◦ Makes an explicit statement about sharing power OR
 ◦ Gives motivational messages that set lofty yet achievable goals
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor allows for some flexibility on course policies, assessment methods, learning methods, deadlines, or how 
students earn grades. Instructor informs students of decisions.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Mandates all policies, learning and assessment methods, and deadlines OR
 ◦ Does not adhere to stated policies OR
 ◦ Allows some students flexibility in deadlines or how they earn grades but does not let other students 
know about these possibilities

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Informs students of policies, methods, deadlines, and how student earn grades AND
 ◦ Consistently maintains and enforces all of the preceding AND
 ◦ Is flexible on one of the following: course policies, learning processes, assessment methods, deadlines, or 
how students earn grades AND

 ◦ Allows all students the same flexibility

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Is flexible on at least two of the following: course policies, learning processes, assessment methods, 
deadlines, and how students earn grades AND

 ◦ Always adheres to what has been agreed upon OR
 ◦ Provides participation options for some activities (e.g., allowing students to participate in class discussions 
or using online discussion boards after the class) AND

 ◦ Seeks feedback on policies, methods, and deadlines

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets criteria for uses mostly learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Is flexible on at least four aspects of the following: course policies, learning processes, assessment 
methods, deadlines, and how students earn grades AND

 ◦ Actively seeks student feedback on policies, processes, methods, attendance options, and deadlines and 
responds to their feedback with appropriate and considered changes

(Continues)
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor provides students opportunities to learn and helps students to recognize when they have missed oppor-
tunities to learn.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not allow opportunities to learn beyond what the instructor does or required reading OR
 ◦ Frames all learning as required for grades

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Provides alternative learning opportunities beyond instructor and required reading AND
 ◦ Provides opportunities to learn, such as discussions, peer feedback, or out-of-class experiences that count 
5% to 10% of the final grade

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for minimally uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Explains how varied activities are learning opportunities AND
 ◦ Encourages learning for life in addition to learning for school OR
 ◦ Creates high impact learning activities that may extend beyond the classroom, which count 25% or 
more of the final grade

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly uses learning-centered 
approaches AND

 ◦ Helps students to take advantage of opportunities to learn even if they are not graded AND
 ◦ Fosters understanding of consequences of not taking advantage of learning opportunities AND
 ◦ Empowers students to recognize why they should learn even if it is not required AND
 ◦ Fosters learning to occur beyond the course or learning for life, not just learning for school
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor empowers students learning through appropriate freedom of expression, for example by encouraging 
alternative perspectives, open-ended assignments, or the ability to determine some course content.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not allow freedom of expression in any form OR
 ◦ Demonstrates that the instructor’s perspective is the only acceptable one OR
 ◦ Entirely determines course content, including assigning topics to students for large papers, presentations, 
or projects

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows freedom of expression in any form during less than 20% of the course OR
 ◦ Allows students to select their own topics for large papers, presentations, or projects

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Allows students freedom of expression by encouraging alternative perspectives, when appropriate, open-
ended assignments, or the ability to determine some course content they want to learn about 50% of 
the time AND

 ◦ Listens to students’ perspectives and does not indicate that they are wrong even if they do not agree with 
the instructor

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly uses learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Encourages and empowers students to express alternative perspectives, when appropriate, even when 
instructor disagrees AND

 ◦ Facilitates students having a voice in determining optional or additional content to be learned OR
 ◦ Evaluates students through assignments that are open-ended or allows alternative paths, using assessments 
that count 80% of the total grade

(Continues)
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Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor responds to feedback from students to improve teaching and learning.

Rubric Quality Levels

Uses instructor-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Does not solicit feedback from students OR
 ◦ Does not use feedback provided by students

Minimally uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Considers all student feedback offered through standard course evaluation forms AND
 ◦ Reflects on all feedback received, but does not make an action plan to improve OR
 ◦ Makes small changes because of feedback

Mostly uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor:

 ◦ Asks for feedback on at least three aspects of the course, including teaching approach, content, assessment 
methods, schedule of assignments, readings, policies, or workload; feedback may be solicited beyond the 
standard course evaluations AND

 ◦ Uses student feedback to develop an action plan AND
 ◦ Continues to seek student feedback to refine action plan

Extensively uses learning-centered approaches. Instructor meets the criteria for mostly learning-centered 
approaches AND:

 ◦ Seeks feedback early enough in the course to make changes for the current students, when possible OR
 ◦ Makes changes to teaching approach, schedule, policies, or assessment methods, because of student 
feedback AND

 ◦ Tells students about changes made as result of feedback

Determining the Appropriate Score
Use the following methods to arrive at an appropri-
ate score and record the appropriate rubrics score and 
documentation on Table B.2:

•	 If you sometimes (more than minimally, 
but less than mostly) use a learning-centered 
teaching approach, you can score it a 2. This 
may occur with the rubrics that indicate 
percentage of use, such as the action “the 
instructor uses authentic assessment.”

•	 If your actions do not quite meet the criteria for 
extensively using learning-centered teaching, 
but exceed mostly, you can score it 3.5.

•	 Indicate your rationale and support for these 
choices in the last section of Table B.2 titled 
“Evidence to Support this Rating.” Because 
you may be using these rubrics over time or 
sharing them with others, it is essential that 
you document how you have reached your 
ratings. Therefore, each rubric asks you to 
provide evidence to support a rating.

•	 List any suggestions for improvement that 
come from the rubric descriptions

Use the template Table C.1 in Appendix C to aggre-
gate all of these scores. 
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TABLE B.2. Rubric Score Summary and Documentation for Each Action for the Five Constructs

Construct I: Role of Instructor

Action
The instructor develops and uses challenging, reasonable, and measurable learning outcomes that foster 
the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, or values. These learning outcomes should be consistent 
with the goals of the educational program.

Rubric Scoring
Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor uses teaching/learning methods and educational technologies that promote the achieve-
ment of student learning outcomes such as knowledge acquisition, application, critical thinking, or solv-
ing problems related to the content.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches =0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

(Continues)
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Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor aligns the three essential components of a course (learning outcomes, teaching/learning 
methods and assessment measures) in terms of content and consistent verbs representing the same cogni-
tive processing/intellectual skill demands placed on the students.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor creates a supportive and success-oriented environment for learning and accomplishment 
for all students through proactive clear and overt course-specific success techniques.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA
Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.
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Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor creates an inclusive and welcoming environment for learning and success for all students 
by acknowledging and accepting diversity and differences in background.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor is explicit about the chosen teaching/learning methods and explains why they promote 
deep student learning and foster future use of learning.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

(Continues)
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Construct II: Development of Student Responsibility for Learning

Action
The instructor sets student expectations, which enable the responsibility for learning to be shared between 
the instructor and the students with a greater amount assumed by the students.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor helps students to develop responsibility for learning by providing scaffolding support. 
At the beginning the instructor provides more support and feedback, and as the semester progresses the 
instructor expects increasing student independence.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA
Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.
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Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor fosters development of learning or learning to learn skills that are directed  toward school 
success.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor fosters the development of self-directed, lifelong learning skills.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA
Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

(Continues)
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Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor fosters students’ engagement in reflection and critical review of their learning through 
well-structured activities.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor fosters the students’ use of metacognitive skills and habits of the mind to assist students to 
solve real-life problems and to gain a positive outcome.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses a learning-centered approach = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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Evidence to support this rating: List the metacognitive skills and habits of the mind that you teach, provide student 
opportunities to practice and/or assess.

Briefly summarize the evidence.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Construct III: Function of Content

Action
The instructor uses organizing schemes that are discipline-specific conceptual frameworks to integrate 
material and provide a context for further learning.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: List the organizing schemes used:

Briefly summarize the evidence.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor promotes meaningful student engagement with the content.

(Continues)
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Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor fosters the development and use of discipline-specific methodologies 

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
In addition to building a knowledge base, the instructor helps students understand why they need to 
learn the content for use in their careers or personal growth.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor provides practice using inquiry or ways of thinking in the discipline to solve discipline-
specific, real-world problems that are appropriate for the level of the course.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

(Continues)
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Action
The instructor helps students acquire in-depth conceptual understanding of the content to facilitate deep 
and future learning and develop transferable skills.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Construct IV: Purposes and Processes of Student Assessment

Action
The instructor integrates assessment and learning.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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Action
The instructor uses fair, objective, and consistent policies and standards to assess all students.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor provides students with frequent, useful, and timely formative feedback to foster learning 
gains.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

(Continues)
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Action
The instructor promotes the use of student peer and self-assessment.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor allows the students to demonstrate mastery of the objectives and ability to learn from 
mistakes.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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Action
The instructor uses authentic assessment.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Construct V: Balance of Power

Action
The instructor establishes a safe, moral, and ethical environment that empowers all students.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

(Continues)
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Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor provides syllabi and other course artifacts demonstrating that students and instructors 
share power to promote learning.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor allows for some flexibility on course policies, assessment methods, learning methods, 
deadlines, or how students earn grades. Instructor informs students of decisions.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor provides students opportunities to learn and helps students to recognize when they have 
missed opportunities to learn.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Action
The instructor empowers students learning through appropriate freedom of expression.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

(Continues)
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Action
The instructor responds to feedback from students to improve teaching and learning.

Rubric Scoring

 Uses instructor-centered approaches = 0
 Minimally uses learning-centered approaches = 1
 Mostly uses learning-centered approaches = 3
 Extensively uses learning-centered approaches = 4
 No evidence to support rating = NA

Evidence to support this rating: Briefly summarize.

Document location of evidence (i.e., syllabus, assignment). Attach and notate.

Suggestions for improvement:

Aggregate all of these individual scores onto Table C.1 in Appendix C.

TABLE B.2. (Continued)
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